
Planning a vacation? 
 Reverse the catalog!



picturesque scenery of the Giant Mountains and Izera Mountains
Great possibilities for organizing free time, teambuilding or outdoor activities
close to hiking trails, streams, waterfalls
unique skiing conditions for both downhill and cross-country skiing 
bicycle paths with varied difficulties



Large outdoor event space at the Resort - events up to 500 people!
5 air-conditioned conference rooms with full audiovisual and multimedia equipment 

     and WI-FI access
total area of the conference rooms is 450m2
Lobby Bar and Chata Skrzata with a fireplace and barbecue area ideal for less formal
meetings, integration meetings
possibility of renting a separate building for the group, providing accommodation,
conference space and a dining area
special SPA offer for companies
organizing the most demanding events and teambuilding activities



271 comfortable apartments in the innovative and unconventional architecture of Blue
Mountain Resort
5 conference rooms
event space for up to 500 people
aquapark - indoor and outdoor pools, sauna area, Jacuzzi                    
siłownia
bike/ski equipment rental                   
Multi Room
Game Room
beach volleyball court
Chata Skrzata- climatic place for barbecue/fireplace dinners     
Treatments in Blue MineralsSPA&Medicare
2 level parking for cars and buses

Blue Mountain Resort's undeniable advantage is the ability to put participants of a course or
conference in one tower and create a feeling of exclusivity and freedom while being able to
enjoy all the proposed attractions.



One-room or two-room apartments with fully equipped kitchenette            
spacious bathrooms
glass balcony
panoramic windows overlooking the surrounding mountains and forests
free WI-FI access all around the hotel
possibility to arrange the apartment for a small, informal meeting



Aquamarine  L (M+S) – 270m2
Aquamarine M – 180m2 
Aquamarine S – 90m2
-multimedia screens and projectors, flipchart
-air-conditioned and darkened
-dance floor
-a podium

Hall G – Sapphire – 80 / 160m2
-hall in a separate building
-air conditioning, access to daylight

Multi Room - 80m2
-screen, multimedia projector, flipchart
-a sound system, a stage and a platform
-air conditioning, access to daylight

Meeting room – 40m2
-smart tv, flipchart
-one permanent conference table
-air conditioning, access to daylight





Halls designed for smaller and larger banquets. They give the possibility to completely or partially
separate parts of the hall and create on one space parallel events of different nature. Equipped
with a dance floor and a separate space for a DJ, orchestra or band - it also allows to organize
a concert.

The largest restaurant in Blue Mountain Resort - gives you the opportunity to hold a banquet at
round tables for up to 250 people. Equipped with a dance floor and a separate space for a DJ,
orchestra or band. It also allows you to organize a concert. Atmospheric hall with the possibility
to go to the outdoor pool.

Banquet hall for 100 people. Equipped with a dance floor and a separate space for a DJ,
orchestra or band. Its location on the edge of the Resort makes it possible to locate the entire
group in one tower just above it, which provides independence and a more comfortable stay for
the entire group.

Banquet hall for up to 80 people with direct access to the bar. A billiard table is available in the
room - it will make evening group integrations more pleasant. The Blueberry room can also
provide additional space for exhibitors in case of larger conferences.



AQUAMARINE HALL

RESTAURANT GREEN

BLUEBERRY

RESTAURANT BLUE



an extensive breakfast buffet with products from our smokehouse
varied menu created especially for business guests              
flexible attitude to the needs and expectations of guests
individual menu - from a small coffee break to a spectacular banquet 
possibility to prepare an original menu for the group



BLUE MINERALS SPA&MEDICARE
special treatment offer for groups, 
relaxing and beautifying treatments, 
excellent physiotherapists

AQUAPARK
swimming pools: indoor and outdoor (open seasonally), 
sauna area for adults only (dry, steam, infrared, bio), 
Jacuzzi 

GYM
available 24/7



BLUE MOUNTAIN RESORT
51 1-go Maja Street

58-580 Szklarska Poręba
www.blue-mountain-resort.pl

GROUP BOOKINGS

Natalia Jończyk
578 414 555

natalia.jonczyk@blue-mountain-resort.pl

Marcelina Badacz
578 414 552

marelina.badacz@blue-mountain-resort.pl


